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Land Use Analysis 

Land use is at the core of the growth scenario exercise. Three scenarios representing the current 
development trend, rural transition, and town clusters each demonstrate a different land use pattern 
across the County. The land use pattern helps generate the potential capacity to accommodate growth, 
and the logic of the pattern is a factor in where the scenarios allocate that growth, along with trends, 
market conditions, and key attractors. The pattern and the location of growth are variables that feed 
into the other analyses in this technical memorandum 

The scenario exercise is built on assumptions that standardize how each land use pattern is tested to 
help generate results useful in describing the scenarios and their effects so that the community can view 
them and indicate their preference.  

A common palette of development types helps build scenarios where easy to understand character can 
yield quantifiable effects that can then be compared 

 Much of the scenario exercise concerns itself with what development type will be appropriate. Detailed 
reporting includes a summary of where the allocation actually occurs in the scenario. 

Assumptions 

The following assumptions apply to all three scenarios. 

(1) Scenarios allocate net new growth. They do not modify existing development or replacement for
development that may be removed or upgraded.

(2) The amount and location of land available for growth is held constant using geographic
information systems to identify areas that are on or near impermeable surfaces, floodplains,
and permanently protected lands, and only considering other areas.

(3) Allocation of future growth uses households and employees. In both cases whole households or
employees are allocated.

(4) The total allocation of households is held constant at 64,218 in each scenario, based on a
CMCOG projection that there will be 150,000 new residents in the county by 2040, and using an
average of 2.4 persons per household

(5) The allocation of new multifamily households is held constant at 4,816 in each scenario. This is
half the proportional amount of multifamily that currently exists in the County.

(6) The allocation of total new employees is held constant at 37,247 in each scenario, based on
calculations for an impact fee study commissioned by the County.

(7) The allocation of new office sector employees is held constant at 17,484 in each scenario, based
on calculations for an impact fee study commissioned by the County.

(8) The allocation of new warehouse and industry sector employees is held constant at 10,268 in
each scenario, based on calculations for an impact fee study commissioned by the County.

(9) The allocation of new retail sector employees is held constant at 9,495 in each scenario, based
on calculations for an impact fee study commissioned by the County.

(10) Numbers presented to the public in scenario exercises are rounded to the nearest 100
(11) Analysis is conducted on 176 Scenario Analysis Zones, which are based on CMCOG Traffic

Analysis Zones with some consolidations in currently developed areas, and some splits to better
target municipalities that were in much larger Traffic Analysis Zones.
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Figure 1: Scenario Analysis Zones 

Palette 

For each scenario, the county was covered by 12 development types: Agriculture and Farm, Rural 
Frontage Lot, Single Family Estate Neighborhood, Single Family Neighborhood (1 and 2), Suburban Mix 
of Uses, Municipal Mix of Uses (1, 2, and 3), Enhanced Municipal Mix of Uses, Rural Village Area, and 
Predominantly employment.  

Each development type was calibrated to be a percentage of six different land types: right of way, 
institutional, open space, residential, other, and commercial. These land types are represented below in 
both tabular and chart form. 
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Figure 2: Development Type Land Percentages Table 

Land Percentages 
DEVELOPMENT 
TYPES ROW IN_PC OS_PC R_PC OT_PC COM_PC 

Agriculture and Farm 0 0 0.05 0.05 0.85 0.05 
Rural Frontage Lot 0 0 0.05 0.8 0.15 0 
Single Family Estate 
Neighborhood 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.65 0.05 0 
Single Family 
Neighborhood 0.15 0.1 0.25 0.5 0 0 
Single Family 
Neighborhood 2  0.15 0.1 0.25 0.5 0 0 
Suburban Mix of Uses 0.18 0.1 0.1 0.4 0 0.22 
Municipal Mix of Uses 3 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4 0 0.1 
Municipal Mix of Uses 2 0.2 0.1 0.18 0.41 0 0.11 
Municipal Mix of Uses 1 0.2 0.1 0.15 0.43 0 0.12 
Enhanced Municipal 
Mix of Uses 0.2 0.1 0.15 0.45 0 0.1 
Rural Villages Area 0.1 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.025 0.025 
Predominantly 
Employment 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.6 
ROW: Right-of-way 
IN_PC: Institutional use percentage 
OS_PC: Open space percentage 
R_PC: Residential percentage 
OT_PC: Other percentage 
COM_PC: Commercial percentage 

Figure 3: Development Type Land Percentages Chart 
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The residential percentage (R_PC) was further divided into nine residential unit types: agricultural single 
family, high luxury single family, luxury single family, custom built single family, large lot single family, 
small lot single family, accessory dwelling units, attached single family, and multifamily.   The residential 
types are represented below in both tabular and chart form. 

Figure 4: Development Type Residential Unit Type Percentages Table 

Residential Unit Type Percentages (Applied to Residential Units) 
DEVELOPMENT TYPES AG_SFD LUXX_SFD LUX_SFD C_SFD L_SFD S_SFD ACC_DU ATT_SF MF 

Agriculture and Farm 0.54 0.15 0.15 0.15  0 0 0.01 0 0 
Rural Frontage Lot 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.14 0.05 0 0.01 0 0 
Single Family Estate 
Neighborhood 0 0.2 0.54 0.175 0.075 0 0.01 0 0 
Single Family 
Neighborhood 0 0 0 0.25 0.74 0 0.01 0 0 
Single Family 
Neighborhood 2  0 0 0 0.24 0.25 0.5 0.01 0 0 
Suburban Mix of Uses 0 0 0 0.25 0.4 0.14 0.01 0.15 0.05 
Municipal Mix of Uses 3 0 0.01 0.03 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.01 0.1 0.1 
Municipal Mix of Uses 2 0 0.01 0.05 0.18 0.2 0.25 0.01 0.15 0.15 
Municipal Mix of Uses 1 0 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.3 0.2 0.01 0.2 0.2 
Enhanced Municipal 
Mix of Uses 0 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.3 0.25 0.01 0.18 0.2 
Rural Villages Area 0.35 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.15 0.12 0.01 0.03 0.04 
Predominantly 
Employment 0.08 0.02 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.25 0.25 
AG_SFD: agricultural single family development 
LUXX_SFD: high luxury single family development 
LUX_SFD: luxury single family development 
C_SFD: custom built single family development 
L_SFD: large lot single family development 
S_SFD: small lot single family development 
ACC_DU: accessory dwelling unit 
ATT_SF: attached single family development (duplex, townhome, etc.) 
MF: multifamily development 
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Figure 5:Development Type Residential Unit Type Percentages Chart 

The commercial percentage (COM_PC) was further subdivided into four commercial types: office, retail, 
warehouse and industrial, and flexible. The flexible designation reflected land that could be any of the 
other three categories. The commercial types are represented below in both tabular and chart form. 

Figure 6:Development Type Commercial Type Percentages Table 

Commercial Types Percentages 

DEVELOPMENT TYPES OFF RET WHIND FLEX 
Agriculture Farm 0.1 0.25 0.6 0.05 
Rural Frontage Lot 0 0 0 0 
Single Family Estate 
Neighborhood 0 0 0 0 
Single Family Neighborhood 0 0 0 0 
Single Family Neighborhood 2  0 0 0 0 
Suburban Mix of Uses 0.05 0.2 0.35 0.4 
Municipal Mix of Uses 3 0.15 0.575 0.025 0.25 
Municipal Mix of Uses 2 0.15 0.525 0.025 0.3 
Municipal Mix of Uses 1 0.15 0.475 0.025 0.35 
Enhanced Municipal Mix of Uses 0.2 0.35 0.05 0.4 
Rural Villages Area 0.25 0.5 0 0.25 

Predominantly Employment 0.15 0.1 0.15 0.6 
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Commercial Types Percentages 
OFF:  office and institutional sector employees 
RET: retail and hotel sector employees 
WHIND: warehouse and industrial sector employees 
FLEX: flexible employees, where there is capacity that could be used for any of the 
other three types 

Figure 7: Development Type Commercial Type Percentages Chart 

Expressing the development types in this manor allowed for fine-tuning the scenarios, however, 
expressing the themes of the scenarios to the public is easier where the detail can be simplified. The 
twelve development types were consolidated into seven development type categories for use in public 
elements of the exercise.  
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Figure 8: Development Type to Development Type Category Conversion Table 

DEVELOPMENT TYPES (SCENARIO 
CALCULATIONS) 

DEVELOPMENT TYPE CATEGORY 
(PUBLIC DISCUSSION) 

Agriculture and Farm Agriculture and Farm 

Rural Frontage Lot 
Estate Style Development 

Single Family Estate Neighborhood 

Single Family Neighborhood 
Single Family Neighborhood 

Single Family Neighborhood 2 

Suburban Mix of Uses Suburban Mix of Uses 

Municipal Mix of Uses 3 

Municipal Mix of Uses 
Municipal Mix of Uses 2 

Municipal Mix of Uses 1 

Enhanced Municipal Mix of Uses 

Rural Villages Area Rural (Villages and Homesteads) 

Predominantly Employment Predominantly Employment 

 

 

Detailed Reporting  

Households and employees were allocated to the Scenario Analysis Zones (SAZs) in line with the driving 
logic of each scenario. Every SAZ also has a different capacity of developable land. To take this into 
account, the growth allocation tiers on the three following maps measure the allocated households 
divided by the area with capacity in each SAZ. So, Tier I, or high growth areas, are the 25% of SAZs with 
the most growth allocation per area in that scenario. Tier II, or medium growth areas, are the 50% of 
SAZs with a middle value for growth allocation per area. Tier III, or low growth areas, are the 25% of 
SAZs with the least growth allocation per area. Viewing these together, the areas where each scenario is 
focusing the most growth becomes apparent. The dark stippling is tier I, the plain gray is tier II, and the 
faded gray is tier III.  

 

For Development Type Category maps and other summary statistics, see the scenario scorecard packet 
in the appendix of this report. 
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Figure 9: Current Development Trends Growth Allocation Tiers 
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Figure 10: Rural Transition Scenario Growth Allocation Tiers 
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Figure 11: Town Clusters Scenario Growth Allocation Tiers 
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MEMORANDUM 
August 23, 2021 

To: Leigh Anne King 
Organization: Clarion Associates 
From: Ernie Boughman 
Project: Lexington County 2040 Comprehensive Plan 

Re: Transportation Impacts of Alternative Growth Scenarios 

As part of the 2040 Lexington County Comprehensive Plan, three alternative potential growth patterns for 
development in the county over the next 20 years were modeled: 

• Scenario 1: Current Development Trends
• Scenario 2: Rural Transition
• Scenario 3: Town Clusters

Each of the three scenarios is based on the same total population and employment forecasts, with residential 
growth measured as households and nonresidential growth as employees. Anticipated impacts on land use 
patterns, transportation infrastructure, and County finances were considered for each scenario to help the 
community evaluate tradeoffs between the alternative scenarios and identify the pattern of growth that best aligns 
with its priorities. This memo highlights some of the potential transportation implications of each of these 
scenarios.  

Transportation Implications 
A trip generation analysis was performed to examine the expected number of trips associated with residential 
locations, office location, warehouse/industrial locations, and retail locations according to the population 
distribution assumptions for each scenario. The number of trips was based on the results of the growth model for 
each scenario, which used the following metrics to quantify growth: 

Type of Growth Growth Model Metrics Total Expected Growth 
Countywide 

Residential Households 64,200 

Nonresidential 

Office 

Workers 

17,500 

Warehouse/Industrial 10,300 

Retail 9,500 

For the purposes of the analysis, the county was divided up into 176 scenario analysis zones (SAZ), made up of 
clusters of existing traffic analysis zones (TAZ) established by the Central Midlands Council of Governments, the 
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metropolitan planning organization for the Columbia area. The total countywide growth was distributed differently 
across the SAZs for each scenario to align with the proposed land uses.  

To compare the impacts to traffic on the proposed development patterns, a Travel Demand Model (TDM) should 
be used to accurately forecast future travel patterns; however, due to budget constraints a spreadsheet analysis 
was performed utilizing the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition, to compute trip ends for each SAZ for each 
Scenario.  While the intended use of this manual is specific to site-generated trips and not meant to be used for 
large-scale planning purposes, it is a method to compare the distributions of different magnitudes of new trip ends 
across the County for each Scenario. The Trip Generation Manual is based on studies of land uses prior to the 
COVID-19 pandemic and does not take into account its impact on remote work.  Trip ends are either the origin or 
destination of a particular trip and may be a driving, walking, biking, or transit trip. These trip ends were 
normalized for planning purposes and Figures 1 through 12 display the percent of trip ends by land use type for 
each SAZ in each of the three scenarios.  The land uses that were analyzed are households, office, warehouse, 
and retail and the trip ends represent all trips either starting or ending at future developments. Trips generated by 
existing development are not included in the calculations. While the actual trip end numbers are not presented in 
this analysis, observations and conclusions were drawn from the spatial relationship between household, office, 
warehouse, and retail trips across Lexington County. These observations are compared for each scenario in the 
following discussions.  

 

Scenario 1: Continuation of Current Development Trends 
This scenario represents a continuation of current development trends of dispersed growth along major 
transportation corridors in a westward path as people and businesses move into the expanding Columbia 
Metropolitan urban center.  

Existing development patterns have created long distance trips because jobs and amenities are not within close 
proximity to residential areas. Long distance trips tend to be more auto-centric and cannot easily be accomplished 
by alternative modes of transportation like walking, biking, or transit.  The forecast for Scenario 1 showed that this 
scenario will likely perpetuate existing travel patterns. Figures 1-4 show density of trip ends in each SAZ for each 
of the four destination categories. 

The new residential trips are scattered across the county, with larger percentages of trips appearing in the 
Lexington area where its two SAZs have more than double the number estimated household growth of any other 
single SAZ. The top areas for new residential trips are: 

• Lexington 
• Chapin 
• Snug Harbor 
• Cayce 

The non-residential trip ends occur mostly in areas that do not have many residential trip ends such as: 

• Along I-20 
• The area around the Amazon Fulfillment Center and Nephron Pharmaceuticals 
• The area around Batesburg-Leesville.  

When an SAZ has a disproportionate number of trip ends between residential and non-residential types, it 
indicates that destinations are farther apart and people will likely need to drive to perform trips to or from work or 
to run errands.  The farther spacing between residential and non-residential trip ends also indicates that trips will 
be longer, adding more traffic onto major roads connecting the communities within Lexington County. 

The City of Lexington is an exception for Scenario 1 in that it is both a high residential and high non-residential trip 
generator, in keeping with its role as the largest population center and a driver of economic growth.  
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The results of Scenario 1 indicate that by continuing the dispersed, low-density land use patterns, the 
transportation trend towards long car trips between residential and non-residential land uses over the forecasted 
timespan will likely also continue. While new trips may end at a wider variety of locations than current trips, the 
trip lengths are not likely to be shorter to these new locations. The development in this scenario will likely not slow 
the growth of traffic. 

The impacts of the distribution of trip ends for each scenario are also related to the existing transportation 
infrastructure, including road pavement status. About half of the roads owned and maintained by Lexington 
County are unpaved (49.4 percent), with more than 220 miles already petitioned for paving. As of 2017, the 
County was already spending 44.3 percent of its annual C Fund budget on paving unpaved roads, about $1.9 
million annually.1 Many of these unpaved roads are located in the more rural, unincorporated parts of the county. 
If future development is concentrated in areas with few paved roads, it will likely exacerbate the need to pave 
nearby roads, which could increase associated transportation costs compared to a development strategy that 
leverages existing infrastructure investments. 

Figure 5 shows how the concentrations of total trip ends in Scenario 1 relate to the locations of unpaved roads 
owned by Lexington County. The SAZ polygons show the estimated total trip ends in that area, with more trips 
ending in darker blue areas. The unpaved roads owned and maintained by Lexington County are shown in red. In 
Scenario 1, the highest concentrations of estimated new trip ends are primarily concentrated in areas where most 
of the roads are already paved. Areas with moderate levels of estimated new trip ends and relatively high 
concentrations of unpaved roads include: 

• The SAZ including part of the Town of Summit and the surrounding area between Summit and Batesburg-
Leesville. 

• The SAZ in the western part of the county south of I-20 near Pond Branch, which currently has little 
development.  

 

 

 
1 Lexington County Transportation Plan, August 2017 
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Figure 1. Scenario 1 Travel Pattern Map - Residential  
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Figure 2. Scenario 1 Travel Pattern Map - Office 
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Figure 3. Scenario 1 Travel Pattern Maps - Warehouse/Industrial and Retail 
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Figure 4. Scenario 1 Travel Pattern Maps - Retail 
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Figure 5. Scenario 1 Total Trip Ends and Lexington County Unpaved Roads 
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Scenario 2: Rural Transition 
Scenario 2 forecasts growth with dispersed clusters of mixed land uses, rather than development entirely 
separated by type and spread uniformly or along corridors or strips as in Scenario 1.  

The new development patterns in Scenario 2 mean there will be more locations that have non-residential 
destinations close to home for new residents in moderate density villages. This results in proportionate amounts 
of residential and non-residential trip ends within the same SAZs in these areas, indicating that some of the trips 
generated from new development will be relatively short trips. These shorter trips could often use local roads, 
which would be helpful in not adding new pressure on Interstates, arterial roads, and collector roads that serve 
longer distance trips from destinations across the county. Some of these new, shorter trips could also be walking, 
biking, or transit trips if supportive infrastructure like sidewalks, bike facilities, and transit service is provided, 
which could help reduce the vehicle miles traveled and limit the wear and tear that requires road maintenance. 
Several of the rural villages are located outside of the current Central Midlands Regional Transit Authority 
(COMET) bus service area, so coordination with COMET to determine the potential to serve these areas would 
be beneficial.  

Similar to Scenario 1, the City of Lexington is forecasted to have the greatest share of growth in residences, jobs, 
and retail. This may create some opportunities for people in Lexington to live near where they work or shop and 
choose to walk, bike, ride the bus, or reduce their driving distances; however, it also means Lexington will 
continue to be a regional destination for commercial activity, which may attract longer, car-dependent, trips from 
the rest of the county.  

Figures 6-9 show density of trip ends in each SAZ for each of the four destination categories in Scenario 2. 

Figure 10 shows how the concentrations of total trip ends in Scenario 2 relate to the locations of unpaved roads 
owned by Lexington County. In Scenario 2, most of the estimated new trip ends are concentrated in areas with 
existing paved roads; the estimated number of trip ends for most SAZs with high shares of unpaved roads is 
relatively low. Areas with moderate levels of estimated new trip ends and relatively high concentrations of 
unpaved roads include: 

• The SAZ including part of the Town of Summit and the surrounding area between Summit and Batesburg-
Leesville (similar to Scenario 1).

• The SAZs in the northwest part of the county on the south side of Lake Murray.
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Figure 6. Scenario 2 Travel Pattern Map - Residential  
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Figure 7. Scenario 2 Travel Pattern Map - Office 
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Figure 8. Scenario 2 Travel Pattern Maps - Warehouse/Industrial and Retail 
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Figure 9. Scenario 2 Travel Pattern Maps - Retail 
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Figure 10: Scenario 2 Total Trip Ends and Lexington County Unpaved Roads  
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Scenario 3: Town Clusters 
Scenario 3 forecasts that growth will occur within or near municipalities, targeting growth toward places with 
existing infrastructure. 

Congregating development around existing municipalities allows for a reduction of trip lengths, providing 
opportunities for people to accomplish these trips via non-motorized means like walking or biking.  It may also 
shorten trips for the existing developed areas as well by concentrating new jobs and retail near existing residential 
areas. The development in this scenario therefore has the possibility to change the form of existing travel 
patterns.   

Similar to Scenarios 1 and 2, the City of Lexington is forecasted to have the greatest share of growth in 
residences, jobs, and retail. This may create some opportunities for people in Lexington to live near where they 
work or shop and choose to walk, bike, ride the bus, or reduce their driving distances; however, it also means 
Lexington will continue to be a regional destination for commercial activity, which may attract longer, car-
dependent, trips from the rest of the county.  

The trips generated by new residential development in Scenario 3 are concentrated around: 
• Chapin  
• Lexington  
• Springdale  
• West Columbia  
 
The trips generated by new non-residential development in Scenario 3 are concentrated around: 
• Irmo 
• Lexington 
• Snug Harbor 
• Springdale 
• West Columbia 
 
Based on observations of the spatial relationship of residential and non-residential trip ends, new trips would likely 
be longer than the trips found in Scenario 2, but shorter than those found in Scenario 1. These medium length 
trips may increase demand on county and local roads more than on state or federal roads.  However, by 
concentrating development surrounding existing activity centers will add density to parts of the County currently 
served by transit (COMET), this development scenario provides an opportunity to enhance bus service in these 
areas to help capture some trips. 

Figures 11-14 detail the results of the forecasting for Scenario 3. 

Figure 15 shows how the concentrations of total trip ends in Scenario 3 relates to the locations of unpaved roads 
owned by Lexington County. Because this scenario concentrates development around municipalities in areas 
where most roads are already paved, none of the SAZs with high or moderate estimated volumes of trip ends 
have high shares of unpaved roads, unlike Scenarios 1 or 2. This scenario will likely place the least pressure on 
the County to significantly invest in paving dirt roads, with transportation investment in this scenario more focused 
on improving existing facilities, adding more sidewalks and bike facilities, and improving transit service. 
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Figure 11. Scenario 3 Travel Pattern Map - Residential  
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Figure 12. Scenario 3 Travel Pattern Map - Office 
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Figure 13. Scenario 3 Travel Pattern Maps - Warehouse/Industrial and Retail 
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Figure 14. Scenario 3 Travel Pattern Maps - Retail 
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Figure 15. Scenario 3 Total Trip Ends and Lexington County Unpaved Roads 
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Estimated Trip Distribution by Municipality 

The SAZ boundaries do not align with the existing boundaries of municipalities within Lexington County. In order 
to evaluate the relative concentration of trip ends across the three scenarios by municipality, each of the SAZs 
was assigned to a Municipal Area of Influence, illustrated in Figure 16. The Municipal Areas of Influence reflect a 
“best fit” between the SAZ boundaries and the anticipated future annexation areas for each municipality; they do 
not correspond directly to the current municipal limits. The current municipal limits are shown in red on the map. 

Table 1 shows how the total estimated new trip ends relate to these Municipal Areas of Influence. The top three 
areas for new trip ends are highlighted in yellow for each scenario. For all three scenarios, the highest percentage 
of new trips ends is estimated to occur in unincorporated areas; however, the percentage of trip ends in 
unincorporated areas is significantly lower in Scenario 3 (29 percent) than in Scenario 1 (49 percent) or Scenario 
2 (45 percent). Because the SAZs do not align with municipal boundaries, each of the Municipal Areas of 
Influence also includes portions of unincorporated Lexington County, meaning the County will also be responsible 
for some of the transportation infrastructure in those areas unless or until they are annexed.   

Table 1. Percentage of Estimated New Trip Ends by Municipal Area of Influence by Scenario 

Municipal Area of Influence Percentage of Estimated New Trip Ends 
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

Batesburg-Leesville 7% 1% 2% 
Cayce 6% 6% 10% 
Chapin 4% 6% 7% 
Columbia 0% 0% 0% 
Gaston 2% 2% 2% 
Gilbert 1% 1% 0% 
Irmo 2% 3% 4% 
Lexington 16% 20% 26% 
Pelion 2% 3% 1% 
Pine Ridge 2% 2% 2% 
South Congaree 3% 2% 2% 
Springdale 1% 1% 2% 
Summit 1% 1% 0% 
Swansea 0% 0% 1% 
West Columbia 4% 6% 13% 
Unincorporated Areas 49% 45% 29% 

Figure 16: Percentage of Estimated New Trip Ends by Municipal Area of Influence by Scenario 
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Figure 17: SAZs Assigned to Municipal Areas of Influence 
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Conclusions 
Each of the three alternative growth scenarios being considered in the Comprehensive Plan will result in different 
travel patterns throughout the County:  

• Perpetuating existing land use and development patterns (Scenario 1) will lead to more automobile trips
throughout the County and these trips will likely be longer in length (when compared with Scenarios 2 and
3), often on interstates and state routes that offer connections across the county.

• A more focused development pattern (Scenario 2) with hamlets and villages will concentrate future
residential, office, and retail development closer to one another than in a dispersed development pattern.
This will provide options for future residents to choose alternate transportation modes to get to and from
work or run errands, potentially resulting in fewer automobile trips than Scenario 1. Many of the new
vehicle trips may also be shorter because destinations are closer together, potentially putting less strain
on roads within the County.

• Focusing new development around existing activity centers (Scenario 3) will have a similar advantage to
Scenario 2, which focuses new development around new activity centers; however, the trip lengths for
Scenario 3 will likely be longer and require private vehicles in many cases because people living in more
rural areas will still have to travel to activity centers for most jobs and commercial activities. Compared to
Scenario 1, many of these trips may be shorter, which could reduce the comparative vehicle miles
traveled and put less strain on roads within the county. Unlike Scenarios 1 or 2, the increased density
around existing activity centers within the COMET service area provides opportunities to improve transit
access within the county by enhancing bus service in these areas. Scenario 3 also concentrates most
growth in areas with existing paved roads, which would likely reduce some of the pressure to pave
unpaved roads compared to Scenarios 1 and 2, which have more new trip ends concentrated in some
areas with high shares of unpaved roads.

• The City of Lexington has the highest concentration of residential and non-residential trips generated by
new development in all three growth scenarios. Increasing infrastructure that supports walking, biking,
and transit use in this area will be important for all three scenarios to maximize the number of trips that
can be captured by alternative modes and help reduce pressure on roadways.

 Typical Trip Lengths Potential for Multimodal 
Trips 

Mixed Use Development 

Scenario 1 Longer Lower Potential Lower Growth 

Scenario 2 Shorter Higher Potential Medium Growth 

Scenario 3 Medium Higher Potential Higher Growth 

Sincerely, 

Ernie Boughman | Director of Operations, Southeastern U.S. 

TOOLE DESIGN 
172 E Main Street, Suite 300 | Spartanburg, SC 29306 
eboughman@tooledesign.com | 864.336.2276 
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Bethesda, MD I Boise, ID 
301.320.6900 

www.tischlerbise.com 

To: David Hennig, Clarion Associates 
Leigh Anne King, Clarion Associates 

From:  Colin McAweeney, TischlerBise 
Julie Herlands, TischlerBise 

Date:  August 27, 2021 

RE: Lexington County Comprehensive Plan Fiscal Impact Analysis Results 

TischlerBise is under contract to conduct a Fiscal Impact Analysis (FIA) of three potential growth scenarios 
during the 2020 Lexington County Comprehensive Plan development. A fiscal impact analysis determines 
whether revenue generated by new development and captured by the County is sufficient to cover the 
resulting demands for service and facilities. The analysis shows direct revenues and costs from the 
developments only and does not include revenues or costs generated from existing development 
elsewhere. Unlike an economic impact analysis, it does not include spin-off, or indirect, impacts from 
development but rather identifies whether sufficient revenues will be generated and captured from the 
new development to cover all related direct costs. 

The intent of a FIA is to guide policy decisions regarding levels of service and revenue enhancements. It 
should not be viewed as a budget-forecasting document, nor as a definitive roadmap depicting a future 
course of action. Such an analysis essentially looks at revenues and expenditures separately. It does not 
project expenditures based on revenues available – unlike the annual budget process where the budget 
will be balanced with the resources available. 

The Fiscal Year 2021 Budget is used to represent a “snapshot” of the County’s current costs, revenues, 
and levels of service. In summary, the “snapshot” approach does not attempt to speculate about how 
services, costs, revenues, and other factors such as productivity will change over time. Instead, it evaluates 
the fiscal impact to each governing body as it currently conducts business represented in the FY21 budget. 
Revenues are projected assuming that the current revenue structure and tax rates, as defined by the FY21 
budget will not change during the analysis period.  

A pattern from meetings with County departments is that the County tries to operate as efficient as 
possible. As a result, departments are operating at capacity and future growth would require hiring new 
personnel to keep the current levels of service. Additionally, new residents sometimes have higher 
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Comprehensive Plan Fiscal Impact Analysis Results 
Lexington County, SC 

2 

expectations of services, requiring communities to respond with more staffing and facilities. The fiscal 
impact analysis does not assume any increases to levels of service, but in those cases, there would be 
higher operating and capital costs than reported in this study. 

Lastly, the fiscal impact analysis only studies the impacts to tax-supportable County operations. Other 
public services, such as school and utilities, are operated separate of Lexington County and are not a 
burden to the County’s budget. Additionally, County enterprise funds are not included since enterprise 
funds operate as a business, raising rates and fees to cover all costs. 

Scenario Growth Projections 

The scenario analysis includes two residential control totals: population and total housing units. Overall, 
its projected that Lexington County will expand by 154,000 new residents and 64,200 new housings units. 
The variation in growth is the mixture of housing types. Figure 1 has shaded housing total based on the 
quantity. Many of the variations are based on density and the growth patterned assumed in the scenario. 
For example, Scenario 2 is denser than Scenario 1, consequently Scenario 2 is projected to have more than 
10,000 more Attached Single-Family dwelling units constructed. 

Additionally, Figure 1 lists the assumed value for each housing type. Based on a survey of current and 
recent housing listings on Zillow.com, the most expensive housing types in the study are the Luxury units, 
while the values decrease down to $150,000 for an Attached Single-Family and Multi-Family unit. 

Figure 1. Residential Buildout Comparison 

Figure 2 lists the estimated employment growth in each scenario. The County is assumed to grow by 
17,500 Office jobs, 9,500 Retail jobs, and 10,300 Industrial jobs.   

Population - 154,123 154,123 154,123

Agricultural Single-Family $650,000 976 3,318 2,398
Luxury Estate Single-Family $875,000 546 1,157 730
Luxury Custom Single-Family $825,000 1,092 2,040 1,065
Custom Single-Family $625,000 14,571 10,610 13,413
Large Single-Family $400,000 22,287 19,478 22,157
Small Single-Family $250,000 17,633 10,047 9,171
Accessory Dwelling Unit $50,000 622 595 591
Attached Single-Family $150,000 1,675 12,157 9,877
Multi-Family $150,000 4,816 4,816 4,816

Total Housing Units 64,218 64,218 64,218
[1] Source: Clarion Associates and Lexington County staff Comprehensive Plan project
[2] Source: Survey of current and recent housing l istings on Zil low.com

Scenario 1: 
Current Trend

Scenario 2: 
Rural Transition

Scenario 3: 
Town ClusterLexington County, SC

Housing Unit Buildout over 20 Years

Average
Value per Unit [2]
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Figure 2 also lists the assumed value for nonresidential development. Based on a survey of current and 
recent housing listings on Loopnet.com, Office development averages $171 per square foot; Retail 
development averages $136 per square foot; and Industrial development averages $51 per square foot. 

Figure 2. Employment Projections 

 
 

Currently, there are just over 400,000 residents and jobs in Lexington County. The growth scenarios 
increase the residents and jobs to almost 600,000 (a 50 percent increase from the base year). 
Furthermore, the County’s General Fund operations total about $140 million. Based on these two factors, 
the results of the fiscal impact analysis were expected to be significant. In the following sections, the 20-
year results are detailed and, as expected, the cumulative results are significant. It is important for the 
reader to understand that the magnitude of the results is a consequence of the magnitude of growth 
assumed in the scenarios and the 20-year projection period. Annualized results are provided as well to 
provide a different prospective of the fiscal impacts. 

Cumulative Results 

The cumulative net fiscal impact is calculated by comparing the 20-year projection of revenue to the 
projected operating and capital costs necessary to accommodate the growth. Shown in Figure 3, there is 
an operating surplus of $480 million in Scenario 1, $441 million in Scenario 2, and $482 million in Scenario 
3. There is a capital deficit of $137 million in Scenario 1, $139 million in Scenario 2, and $112 million in 
Scenario 3. However, the operating surpluses are able to offset the capital deficits and, as a result, there 
is a net fiscal impact positive for each scenario. (Note: the results in the following figures are in the 
$1,000s). 

When comparing the final results, Scenario 3 has the highest cumulative net fiscal impact ($369 million), 
22 percent higher than Scenario 2 and 7 percent higher than Scenario 1. Although the difference in grand 
totals over 20 years is significant, annually Scenario 3 is $3.3 million greater than Scenario 2 and $1.3 
million greater than Scenario 1. 

Shown in the bottom half of the figure, there are no projected revenues dedicated to new capital projects 
in the future. Although, on-going revenues, such as property tax, can be used to fund pay-as-you-go or 
debt financing strategies, dedicated capital revenues alleviate pressure on those general revenue sources. 
Lexington County has discussed implementing development impact fees which are one-time payments 

Office $171 17,484 17,484 17,484
Retail $136 9,495 9,495 9,495
Industrial $51 10,268 10,268 10,268

Total Jobs 37,247 37,247 37,247
[1] Source: Clarion Associates and Lexington County staff Comprehensive Plan project
[2] Source: Survey of current and recent housing l istings on Loopnet.com

Lexington County, SC
Scenario 1: 

Current Trend
Scenario 2: 

Rural Transition
Scenario 3: 

Town Cluster
Projected Employment over 20 Years

Average
Value per Sq. Ft. [2]
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from new development to offset development’s capital costs. Additionally, in 2022, County residents will 
vote on a local option one-cent sales tax which will be funding a specific list of capital projects. If either of 
these revenues were to be adopted, the fiscal benefits of each scenario would increase. 

Figure 3. Cumulative Net Fiscal Impact Results 

 
 

The majority of Lexington County’s annual budget is driven by property tax revenue. This is evident in the 
fiscal impact results as well. Shown in Figure 4, 92 percent of the revenue generated in the General Fund 
is property tax. Additionally, there is property tax revenue in the Library Fund and Solid Waste Fund 
summed in the Special Revenue Fund Revenues line of the figure. 

Furthermore, there is a decreasing revenue highlighted Figure 4, Federal Prisoner Reimbursement. 
Currently, the County receives $3.1 million from the Federal Government for housing federal prisoners in 
the County’s Detention Center. As the County grows, available beds for federal prisoners will go to county 
prisoners, thus reducing the annual revenue contract. Over 20 years, it is projected that the prisoner 
reimbursement revenue will decrease by $15.3 million. 
 

Figure 4. Cumulative Revenues 

 

20-Year Total Net Fiscal Impact - Scenario Comparisons  
Lexington County Fiscal Impact Model ($1,000)

Category
Operating
Operating Revenues $1,286,824 $1,248,238 $1,237,009
Operating Expenditures $806,405 $806,283 $755,466
OPERATING NET FISCAL IMPACT $480,419 $441,955 $481,543
Capital
Capital Revenues $0 $0 $0
Capital Expenditures $136,515 $139,111 $112,057
CAPITAL NET FISCAL IMPACT ($136,515) ($139,111) ($112,057)
GRAND TOTAL NET FISCAL IMPACT $343,904 $302,845 $369,486

SCENARIO
Scenario 1: 

Current Trend
Scenario 2: 

Rural Transition
Scenario 3: 

Town Cluster

20-Year Cumulative Revenues - Scenario Comparisons  
Lexington County Fiscal Impact Model ($1,000)

Category % % %
General Fund Revenues
Property Tax $997,332 92% $965,039 92% $950,991 92%
Fees, Permits, & Sales $91,081 8% $91,081 9% $91,081 9%
County Fines $5,996 1% $5,996 1% $5,996 1%
Magistrates' Criminal Fines: $1,925 0% $1,925 0% $1,925 0%
Magistrates' Civil  Fines $2,180 0% $2,180 0% $2,180 0%
Intergovernmental Revenues ($15,297) -1% ($15,297) -1% ($15,297) -1%
SUBTOTAL GENERAL FUND REVENUES $1,083,218 100% $1,050,925 100% $1,036,877 100%
SUBTOTAL SPECIAL REVENUE FUND REVENUES $203,606 $197,313 $200,132
GRAND TOTAL REVENUES $1,286,824 $1,248,238 $1,237,009

SCENARIO
Scenario 1: 

Current Trend
Scenario 2: 

Rural Transition
Scenario 3: 

Town Cluster
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Over the 20-year projection period, the public safety departments (fire, police, EMS, judicial) have the 
highest estimated costs to accommodate that growth. Of the total operating expenditures in Scenario 1 
of $806 million, public safety accounts for $543 million (82 percent).  

Additionally, there are operational cost savings in Scenario 3 for Lexington County. In Scenario 3, there is 
an emphasis of growth within and around existing municipalities and the more urbanized eastern portion 
of the County. As a result, there are less vehicle trips on County-maintained roads and there is a shift in 
demand on fire services from Lexington County Fire Department to other fire districts. Overall, the move 
from current growth trends to town clusters saves Lexington County $43 million over 20 years. 

As mentioned, these costs represent the burden to provide the current levels of service to future 
development. However, as the County grows and urbanizes there may be a desire from residents to 
increase levels of service. For example, there may be a demand to have more patrol officers or introduce 
a Lexington County Parks & Recreation Department. Those hypothetical demands would be over and 
beyond the levels that the County is providing today and have not been included in the fiscal analysis. 
However, those demands would increase the operating costs below. 

Figure 5. Cumulative Operating Expenditures 

 
 

Lastly, Figure 6 lists the new capital facilities projected to accommodate the future growth. The 
methodology used to estimate the new facilities can be found at the end of this report. The largest facility 
needs are for public safety and transportation. In Scenario 1, the public safety facility need is projected to 
be $80 million and the transportation facility need is projected to be $40 million. 

Similar to operation cost savings, there are capital cost savings in Scenario 3. As growth is focused towards 
municipalities and the urbanized portion of the Lexington County, there is less demand on certain County 
facilities (i.e., transportation and fire facilities). Over the 20-year projection period, this savings totals $24 
million. 

20-Year Total Operating Expenditures - Scenario Comparisons  
Lexington County Fiscal Impact Model ($1,000)

Category % % %
Adminstration $53,533 8% $53,533 8% $53,533 9%
General Services $16,630 3% $16,630 3% $16,630 3%
Public Works $44,235 7% $42,695 6% $20,943 3%
Public Safety $256,279 39% $258,305 39% $237,823 38%
Judicial $65,131 10% $65,131 10% $65,131 11%
Law Enforcement $221,305 33% $221,195 33% $219,639 35%
Health & Human Services $5,121 1% $5,121 1% $5,121 1%
SUBTOTAL GENERAL FUND EXPS $662,234 100% $662,610 100% $618,820 100%
SUBTOTAL SPECIAL REVENUE FUND EXPS $144,171 $143,673 $136,646
GRAND TOTAL OPERATING EXPS $806,405 $806,283 $755,466

SCENARIO
Scenario 1: 

Current Trend
Scenario 2: 

Rural Transition
Scenario 3: 

Town Cluster
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Figure 6. Cumulative Capital Expenditures 

 
 

The specific capital needs to accommodate the projected growth in each scenario are listed in Figure 7. 
There is a similar demand from the scenarios in several of the facility categories, however, there is less 
need in Scenario 3 for fire facilities since there is more development in other fire districts that Lexington 
County is not serving. Also in Scenario 3, growth is shifted to areas with more paved roads, so there are 
far fewer gravel roads paved in the scenario. Lastly, only growth’s portion of the Sheriff facilities is 
included in the analysis. For example, from discussions with the Sheriff’s Office staff, a new jail would be 
addressing existing needs along with growth-related demand. 

Furthermore, as the County grows, there may be new facilities added to Lexington County’s funding 
responsibilities. For example, other counties in South Carolina contribute significant funding to 
transportation improvements on South Carolina DOT roads. This is not the case in Lexington County and 
has not been assumed in the analysis, however, such responsibility would increase the capital cost burden. 

Figure 7. 20-Year Growth-Related Capital Facility Needs 

 
 

20-Year Total Capital Expenditures - Scenario Comparisons  
Lexington County Fiscal Impact Model ($1,000)

Category % % %
Library $15,625 11% $15,625 11% $15,625 14%
Judicial $12,540 9% $12,540 9% $12,540 11%
Fire Department $40,066 29% $43,066 31% $36,838 33%
Sheriff Department $15,685 11% $15,685 11% $15,685 14%
EMS $12,280 9% $13,280 10% $12,280 11%
Transportation $40,319 30% $38,915 28% $19,089 17%
TOTAL $136,515 100% $139,111 100% $112,057 100%

SCENARIO
Scenario 1: 

Current Trend
Scenario 2: 

Rural Transition
Scenario 3: 

Town Cluster

Library 5 5 5 Library Branches
Judicial 4 4 4 Courtrooms
Fire 7 8 7 Fire Stations

11 11 9 Fire Engines
2 2 2 Fire Ladder Trucks

11 11 9 Fire Tanker Trucks
11 11 9 Fire Brush/Service Trucks

Sheriff 1 1 1 New Jail
1 1 1 West Region Center
1 1 1 South Region Center

EMS 7 8 7 EMS Stations
13 13 13 Ambulances

Transportation 244 236 116 Gravel to Paved Roads Miles

Scenario 1: 
Current TrendDepartment Facility Type

20-Year Projected Capital Facility Needs
Scenario 2: 

Rural Transition
Scenario 3: 

Town Cluster
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Annual Net Fiscal Impact 

The chart below illustrates the annual impacts of the scenarios. The results shown are annual net impact 
and are non-cumulative. The overall positive direction of the scenarios is similar, but it is not until Year 5 
that the scenarios are consistently positive. The peaks and valleys of the results indicate the “spikey” 
nature of when capital facilities are triggered and the one-time cost is observed. In the analysis, the full 
cost of new facilities occurs in the year it is triggered by growth. The County would see these impacts 
smooth out if debt financing is used to fund capital expansions. 

The cumulative nature of certain revenues, especially property tax, is illustrated in the chart as well. As 
new residential and nonresidential development is constructed and added to the tax base those revenues 
will be observed and cumulative in the later years of a fiscal impact analysis. As a result, if those on-going 
revenues can offset costs there will be large positive results in the later years, potentially offsetting any 
net negatives in the beginning years of development. 

Figure 8. Annual Net Fiscal Impact Comparison 
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Stabilization Year 

An alternative to evaluating cumulative fiscal impacts is examining the impacts to the County after growth 
has completed. This is considered the stabilization year and represents the ongoing impacts, excluding 
one-time revenues and capital needs. 

The cumulative nature of certain revenues, like property tax, is illustrated in this case and as shown in 
Figure 9, Scenario 1 has an ongoing annual surplus of $44 million, Scenario 2 has an ongoing surplus of 
$36 million, and Scenario 3 has an ongoing surplus of $40 million. The surpluses could potentially be used 
to address other County goals (such as environmental or traffic issues), incentive economic development, 
and/or raise levels of service. 

Figure 9. Stabilization Year Net Fiscal Impacts 

 

Stabilization Year Net Fiscal Impact - Scenario Comparison
Lexington County Fiscal Impact Model ($1,000)

Category
Grand Total
TOTAL REVENUES $120,425 $116,750 $115,681
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $76,702 $80,737 $75,391
NET FISCAL IMPACT $43,723 $36,013 $40,290

SCENARIO
Scenario 1: 

Current Trend
Scenario 2: 

Rural Transition
Scenario 3: 

Town Cluster
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Takeaways 

The following section summarizes the fiscal impact results and additional takeaways from the analysis: 

• Overall, revenues in each scenario are projected to mitigate all operating and capital costs. In each 
scenario, there is a significant positive surplus to Lexington County. 

• The majority of the revenue is generated by property tax, highlighting the importance for the 
County to continue providing excellent service and public facilities to its residents. 

• Public safety departments (sheriff, fire, and EMS) are projected to have the highest operating and 
capital costs. This includes additional administrative and operating staff along with new fire/EMS 
stations and sheriff facilities. 

• Scenario 3 shifts demand from the current growth trend to a focus around municipalities and the 
urbanized eastern portion of Lexington County. As a result, the County sees both operation and 
capital cost savings. This comes in the form of transportation and fire services. 

• Currently, there are no capital revenues to offset capital costs, but the operating revenues are 
projected to cover the capital costs. However, the County has discussed introducing new revenues 
such as development impacts fees and the local option one-cent sales tax to ensure there is a 
dedicated capital revenue. 

• In each scenario, the population and jobs in Lexington County increase by nearly 50 percent over 
the next 20 years. That growth may necessitate greater capital expenditures and on-going 
maintenance than the current levels of service. For example, in some other large counties in South 
Carolina, the community is helping to fund large transportation improvements on SCDOT roads. 

• TischlerBise interviewed many of the County’s departments including public safety and other 
public services. During these meetings, it was mentioned that over time there has been a County 
initiative for efficiency while still providing excellent services to residents. As a result, 
departments are now at capacity and to keep the today’s level of service the County will need to 
hire new staff and expand facilities. 

• Generally, new residents to a community desire higher levels of service than the current residents. 
In this case, Lexington County may need to hire further staff and construct more public facilities 
to meet the future level of service desires. Such effects would be amplified as Lexington County 
continues to urbanize as well. However, the analysis only assumes that the current levels of 
service will continue into the future. 

• The large surpluses both in the cumulative over the 20-year projection period and in the 
stabilization year could be used to address the potential desire from residents to increase levels 
of service. Additionally, surpluses could be used to incentive economic development.  

• Since there are similar results between the three growth scenarios, adoption of one of the land 
use plans can help address other County goals. For example, the County may be able to address 
traffic congestion concerns or affordable housing issues through the land use plan, while knowing 
they are not burdening the County’s financial sustainability. 
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Appendix: Revenue and Expenditure Methodologies 

The following sections provides the revenue and expenditure methodologies applied in the fiscal impact 
analysis. Assumptions have been identified from meetings with the Finance Department and other 
operating departments, TischlerBise’s previous work experience in Lexington County and South Carolina, 
and TischlerBise’s foremost fiscal impact analysis expertise. 

Revenue Methodologies 

The following figures lists the revenue line items for the General Fund and Special Revenue Funds along 
with the demand factor that is used to project revenue. Items that are considered to not be impacted 
directly from growth are held fixed. 

Figure 10. General Fund Revenue Methodologies 

 
 
  

Revenue Revenue Project Using
Category Name Which Demand Base?

Property Tax - Ordinary Current Property Taxes Assessed Value
Homestead Exemption Reimbursements Fixed
Manufacturer's Tax Exemption Fixed
State Sales and Use Tax Credit Pop And Jobs
Current Vehicle Taxes Pop And Jobs
Current Tax Penalties Fixed
Delinquent Taxes Fixed
Delinquent Tax Penalties Fixed
Delinquent Tax Costs Fixed
Fee in Lieu of Taxes Pop And Jobs
FILOT - Manufacturer's Tax Exemption Fixed
FILOT - Fee for Services Fixed
Motor Carrier Payments Pop And Jobs
Heavy Equipment Rental Surcharge Fees Pop And Jobs
Merchants Exemptions Pop And Jobs
Current Property Taxes Assessed Value
Homestead Exemption Reimbursements Fixed
Manufacturer's Tax Exemption Fixed
States Sales and Use Tax Credit Pop And Jobs
Current Vehicle Taxes Pop And Jobs
Current Tax Penalties Fixed
Delinquent Taxes Fixed
Delinquent Tax Penalties Fixed
Fee in Lieu of Taxes Pop And Jobs
FILOT - Manufacturer's Tax Exemption Fixed
FILOT - Fee for Services Fixed
Motor Carrier Payments Pop And Jobs
Heavy Equipment Rental Surcharge Fees Pop And Jobs
Merchants Exemptions Pop And Jobs

Property Taxes - Law 
Enforcement
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Figure 11. General Fund Revenue Methodologies cont. 

 
 
 
 

Revenue Revenue Project Using
Category Name Which Demand Base?

Museum Fees Pop And Jobs
TNC Act - Local Assessment Fee Pop And Jobs
Building Permits - New Permits [1] Pop And Jobs
Mobile Homes Permits Fixed
Mobile Homes Registration Fees Fixed
Copy Sales Pop And Jobs
Copy Sales - Clerk of Court Pop And Jobs
Copy Sales - RD Pop And Jobs
Copy Sales - Probate Court Pop And Jobs
Copy Sales P&D Pop And Jobs
(159999) Copy Sales - Sheriff Department Pop And Jobs
Subdivision Regulation Fees Population
Stormwater Management/Sediment Control Fee Pop And Jobs
Maps & Aerial Sales Pop And Jobs
Zoning Ordinance Fees Pop And Jobs
Landscape Ordinance Fees Pop And Jobs
Sign Sales - Public Works Pop And Jobs
(131599) Sign Sales - Fire Service Pop And Jobs
(159999) LE Funeral Escort Fees Pop And Jobs
(159999) LE Vending Machine Sales Pop And Jobs
(159999) LE Fingerprinting Fees Pop And Jobs
(159999) LE Concealed Weapons Class Fees Pop And Jobs
Auction Sales Pop And Jobs
Surplus Sales Pop And Jobs
Tire Sales - Central Stores Pop And Jobs
Cell  Phone Sales Pop And Jobs
(159999) Equipment Sales - Law Enforcement Pop And Jobs
(131599) Equipment Sales - Fire Service Pop And Jobs
Miscellaneous Fees, Permits, and Sales Pop And Jobs

County Fines (159999) Sheriff's Fines Pop And Jobs
(159999) Sex Offender Registry Fee Pop And Jobs
Family Court Fines Pop And Jobs
Circuit Court Fines Pop And Jobs
Bond Escheatment Pop And Jobs
Master - In - Equity Pop And Jobs
Central Traffic Court Pop And Jobs
Criminal Domestic Violence Court Population
District #1 - Lexington Pop And Jobs
District #2 - Irmo Pop And Jobs
District #3 - Batesburg/Leesvil le Pop And Jobs
District #4 - Swansea Pop And Jobs
District #5 - Oak Grove Pop And Jobs
District #6 - Cayce/West Columbia Pop And Jobs
Magistrate Worthloess Check - Criminal Fines Pop And Jobs
DUI Court Pop And Jobs

Magistrates' Criminal 
Fines
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Figure 12. General Fund Revenue Methodologies cont. 

 

Revenue Revenue Project Using
Category Name Which Demand Base?

Magistrates' Civil  Fines District #1 - Lexington Pop And Jobs
District #2 - Irmo (Harbison) Pop And Jobs
District #3 - Batesburg/Leesvil le Pop And Jobs
District # 4 - Swansea Pop And Jobs
District #5 - Oak Grove Pop And Jobs
District # 6 - Cayce/West Columbia Pop And Jobs
Pollution Control Fines - State DHEC Pop And Jobs
(131599) FS - Hazmat Incident Fines Pop And Jobs
Rental Income Fixed
Ground Lease Agreement Fixed
DSS Operating Reimbursements Fixed
FEMA Disaster Reimbursement Fixed
State Disaster Reimbursement Fixed
Veteran's Service Officer Fixed
Registration & Elections Supplement Fixed
Registration & Election Reimb. - Mncpl & Sch. Fixed
Reg & Elect Reimb - President Pref Fixed
Registration & Election Reimb. - Primary Election Fixed
Registration & Election Reimb. - General Election Fixed
States Salary Supplements - RD, Clerk/Court, Prob. Judge, Sheriff Fixed
IV-D Case Fil ing Fees Fixed
Indirect Cost Reimbursement Fixed
(159999) Federal Prisoner Reimbursement [2] Pop And Jobs
MS4 Municipal Portion Fixed
Outisde Agencies - Admin Cost (Fuel) Fixed
Outside Agencies - Admin Cost (CS-15%) Fixed
(159999) ICE Reimbursement Fixed
(159999) HIDTA Reimbursement Fixed
(159999) OCDETF Reimbursement Fixed
(159999) Social Security Admin Reimbursement Fixed
(159999) JTTF Reimbursement Fixed

Other Income Investment Interest Fixed
Delinquent Tax Interest Fixed
Ins Claims Reimbursements - Prop/Liab Fixed
(159999) LE - Ins Claims Reimbursements - Prop/Liab Fixed
GM Warranty Work Fixed
Gifts & Donations Fixed
Public Donation to Animal Control Fixed
(131599) Gifts & Donations - FS Fixed
Sale of Scrap Metal Fixed
(159999) LE - Sale of Scrap Metal Fixed
EMS - Sale of Pharmaceuticals Fixed
Municipal Tax Bil l ings Fixed
Miscellaneous Revenues Fixed
Sales Tax Discount Fixed
State Diesel Fuel Tax Refund Fixed
(131599) Sale of General Fixed Assets - FS Fixed
(159999) Sale of General Fixed Assets - LE Fixed

[1] One-time revenue
[2] Negative relationship with growth

Intergovernmental 
Revenues
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Figure 13. Special Revenue Fund Revenue Methodologies 
Special Revenue Revenue Project Using

Fund Name Which Demand Base?
Library Fund Property Tax Assessed Value

Other Revenues Fixed
Solicitor Eleventh Circuit State Supplement Fixed

Bond Escheatment Fixed
Program Income Fixed
Contributions Fixed
State Grant Income Fixed
Federal Grant Income Fixed
Investment Income Fixed
General Fund Revenue Sources Fixed
Oper Trn In From General Fund Fixed
Oper Trn In From Other Funds Fixed
Oper Trn In From Solicitor State Fund Fixed

Law Enforcement Program Income Fixed
Fees, Permits, and Sales Fixed
State Grant Income Fixed
Federal Grant Income Fixed
Gifts & Donations - LCSD Foundation Fixed
Investment Interest Fixed
General Fund Revenue Sources Fixed
Oper Trn In From Other Fund Fixed
Oper Trn In From LE/General Fund Fixed
State Grant Income Fixed
Federal Grant Income Fixed
Program Income Fixed
Miscellaneous Payments & Grants Fixed
Investment Interest Fixed
Oper Trn In From General Fund Fixed

Solid Waste Fund County Tax Revenue Assessed Value
Fees & Permits Pop And Jobs
State Grant Funds Fixed
Intergovernmental Revenue Fixed
Investment Income Fixed
Miscellaneous Fixed

C Fund C Fund SCDOT Proportionment Population
C Fund Donor County Settlement Population

Other Miscellaneous 
Grants
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Operating Cost Methodologies 

The following tables lists Lexington County Departments and the demand factor used to project future expenditures. If a department is considered 
to not be directly impacted by growth it is considered fixed. 

Figure 14. Departmental Expenditure Methodologies 

 
  

Expenditure Category Department Population Jobs
Population

& Jobs
Vehicle

Trips
Paved

Road Miles
Fire District
Pop & Jobs Fixed

General Fund
Administration City Council x

City Council  Agencies x
County Administrator x
County Attorney x
Finance x
Procurement Services x
Central Stores x
Human Resources x
Planning & GIS x
Community Development x
Land Development x
Treasurer x
Auditor x
Assessor x
Register Of Deeds x
Technology Services x
Records Management x

General Services Building Services x
Fleet Services x

Public Works Adminstration/Engineering x
Transportation x
Stormwater Management x
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Figure 15. Departmental Expenditure Methodologies cont. 

Expenditure Category Department Population Jobs
Population

& Jobs
Vehicle

Trips
Paved

Road Miles
Fire District
Pop & Jobs Fixed

Public Safety Emergency Services - Administration x
Emergency Preparedness x
Animal Services x
Communications x
Emergency Medical Services x
Fire Service x
Fire Service Non-Department Cost x

Judicial Clerk Of Court x
Clerk Of Court - Family Court x
Solicitor - Eleventh Judicial Circuit x
Circuit Court Services x
Coroner x
Public Defender x
Probate Court x
Master-In-Equity x
Magistrate Court Services x
Judicial Case Management x
Other Judicial Services x

Law Enforcement Administration x
Support Services x
Training x
Information, Technology Services x
Operations x
North Region x
South Region x
West Region x
Security Services x
Code Enforcement x
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Figure 16. Departmental Expenditure Methodologies cont. 

  

Expenditure Category Department Population Jobs
Population

& Jobs
Vehicle

Trips
Paved

Road Miles
Fire District
Pop & Jobs Fixed

Fleet & Special Unit Services x
Traffic x
Marine Patrol x
K-9 Unit x
Major Crimes x
Forensic Services x
Narcotics x
Detention x
Judicial Services x
Community Services x
Non-Departmental x

Boards & Commissions Legislative Delegation x
Registration & Elections x
Other Agencies x

Health & Human Services Health Department x
Social Services x
Veteran'S Affairs x
Museum x
Vector Control x
Soil  & Water Conservation District x
Other Health & Human Services x

Special Revenue Funds
Library Fund x
Solicitor'S Office x
Law Enforcement x
Other Miscellaneous Grants x
Solid Waste Fund x
C Fund x x
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Capital Facility Methodologies 

The following figure lists the departments and capital facilities included in the fiscal impact analysis. 
Additionally, the figure lists the demand factor used to estimate new facility needs. It is assumed that 
Library, Judicial, Sheriff, EMS, and Transportation Departments are serving a countywide demand. The 
Fire Department only serves demand in the County’s fire district. There are several other fire districts in 
the Lexington County and growth in those areas are assumed to not generate a demand on the County’s 
fire facilities. 

Furthermore, based on transportation analysis completed by Toole Design, there has been adjustments 
to capital demand for paving gravel roads. The adjustment for each scenario is done by analyzing the 
overall trip demand and the location of new trips. For example, in Scenario 3 there is more growth in and 
around municipalities and in the more urban eastern portion of the County. As a result, it is assumed that 
there will be less vehicle trips on existing gravel roads compared to the existing growth trends. 

Figure 17. Capital Expenditure Methodologies 
Department Facility Demand Factor

Library Library Branches Population
Judicial Courtrooms Pop & Jobs
Fire Fire Stations Fire District Pop & Jobs

Fire Engines Fire District Pop & Jobs
Fire Ladder Trucks Fire District Pop & Jobs
Fire Tanker Trucks Fire District Pop & Jobs
Fire Brush/Service Trucks Fire District Pop & Jobs

Sheriff New Jail Pop & Jobs
West Region Center Pop & Jobs
South Region Center Pop & Jobs

EMS EMS Stations Pop & Jobs
Ambulances Pop & Jobs

Transportation Gravel to Paved Roads Vehicle Trips
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SCENARIO ANALYSIS 
FOR LEXINGTON COUNTY INTERPRETING THE SCENARIOS
About Scenario Planning       
Scenario planning is a map modeling tool to test and view the impact of different 
conditions or potential futures for an area. For the Grow With Us planning process, 
each of three scenarios considers a different pattern of residential and nonresidential 
growth in the County between now and the year 2040. This scenario modeling 
effort will help the planning team collect information from the community about the 
preferred development pattern for future Lexington County. Input from this effort will 
be used to generate the Future Land Use and Character Map for the County.

These scenarios help the planning team, the steering committee, and the public 
understand alternative futures. These scenarios are being evaluated for their 
implications on land use patterns, open space protection, transportation, and the 
County’s fiscal health. They are intended to start a dialogue about the aspects of 
each scenario that are preferred, and the aspects that aren’t preferred. It is unlikely 
that any of these scenarios would be adopted without change as a future land use 
and character map.  

Net New Growth      
The scenarios allocate net new growth, and display information about that growth. 
All scenarios are working from the same initial model of potentially available land
that takes into account what already exists in the County today. While the scenario 
maps do not show existing development on the ground today, this existing 
development is assumed to continue without change in all three scenarios. 

Units Allocated      
The scenarios allocate residential growth as households, and nonresidential growth 
as employees, allowing the process to use projections from regional models and 
recent County planning efforts. The amount of growth allocated to each scenario is 
held constant, as are some types of growth, as follows

RESIDENTIAL
TOTAL ALLOCATION: 64,200 Households1,2

MULTI-FAMILY:   4,800 Households3

NONRESIDENTIAL
TOTAL ALLOCATION:  37,200 Employees1

OFFICE: 17,500 Employees
WAREHOUSE/INDUSTRIAL: 10,300 Employees
RETAIL:     9,500 Employees

Forming Categories from Detailed Modeling 
All scenario modeling is by necessity a simplification of a complicated future. Some 
of the complexity has been further consolidated for ease of comparing the results. 
The calculated scenarios were based on 12 development types. Each development 
type had different proportions of five categories of land, and the residential 
component of these categories was further divided into nine residential unit types. 
This document reduces the displayed complexity down to seven development 
categories.

Following Community Preference      
As a part of this planning process, Idea Week in October 2020 solicited feedback on 
community trends from the public. Conversations about different areas of the County 
produced different land use and development related priorities. Key community 

1. All resulting allocated growth on this scorecard is rounded to the nearest hundred or
nearest whole percent of those used in the formal scenario modeling. Rounding will some-
times produce some anomalies in totals.
2.While redevelopment may prove to be an important part of some plan elements, on its
own redevelopment will not accommodate over 64,000 households (over 150,000 new
residents) This scenario exercise allocates all growth on available land.
3. This seven and a half percent of new units is half the proportion of exiting housing that
is multifamily.

North of the Saluda River
Incl. Irmo, Columbia, and the east lake shore þ þ
Eastern County
Incl. Caycee, Pine Ridge, S. Congaree, 
Springdale, W. Columbia, and CMA (airport)

þ þ þ

County Center
Incl. Lexington(Town) and the southeast lake shore þ þ
Northern County
Incl. Chapin and all areas north of Lake Murray þ þ þ
Southwest Lake Shore þ þ
Southern County
Incl. Gaston, Pelion, Swansea, and “the neck” þ þ þ
Western County
Incl. Batesburg-Leesville, Gilbert, and Summit þ þ þ þ
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priorities where there was a difference 
in relative importance across regions 
are described here, and the scorecards 
show how well each scenario addresses 
those priorities.
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Neighborhoods or subdivisions developed primarily as exclusively 
residential areas, where lot size may vary by the individual neighbor-
hood or subdivision  (from 5 to 0.25 acre lots). Much development 
occurs as whole subdivisions or large phases. 

NUMBER % OF NEW RES ACRES % OF NEW

New Households 64,200 100% 28,900 100%
   Agriculture & Small Farm 1,200 2% 600 2%

   Municipal Mix of Uses 3,200 5% 2,100 7%

   Predominant Employment 2,500 4% 100 <1%

   Estate Style Development 1,400 2% 8,300 29%

   Single Family Neighborhoods 44,300 69% 15,900 55%

   Suburban Mix of Uses 11,600 18% 1,900 7%

Common Open Space - - 11,000 

New Employment 37,200 100% - -
In Predominantly Employment Development Areas (Purple)

Total 13,800 37% - -

   Office/Institutional 6,900 39% - -

   Warehouse/Industrial 3,900 38% - -

   Retail 3,000 31% - -
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Key
Improves ability to achieve 

Netral or inconclusive

Hinders ability to achieve

AVG. TRIP LENGTH POTENTIAL FOR 
TRANSIT

MIXED USE 
GROWTH

TRIP STARTS OR ENDS 
NEAR TOWNS

Long Low Low 51%

20-YEAR CAPITAL 
EXPENSE

STABLE YEAR NET 
FISCAL IMPACT

POTENTIAL DEMAND FOR PAVING 
GRAVEL ROADS (MILES)

$136 million $43 million 224

EXAMPLE METRICS AND RESULTS
On the left side of every scorecard is a description of the scenario and a map of development 
categories for the scenario. On the right side are metrics (measurements) and results of the 
scenario process to help show the details and effects of the scenario. On the right side of 
this page is an example of the metrics and results. Descriptions of the information 
are below.

Significant Development Category      
In each scenario, a key development category helps explain some of the differences in 
scenario results, either because it is applied to a larger area or because more future new 
residents or employees were allocated to those areas. The category is just one of seven used 
in this exercise. All categories are listed on the next page.

Development Details Chart
The scenarios are the result of detailed modeling that allocates net new future households and 
employment on the map. The details chart includes some of the specific data points in that 
allocation.

New Households
This section describes the number and percent of new households in each development 
category, followed by the number and percent of new acres needed to accommodate that 
pattern.

Common Open Space
This section include open spaces held by a neighborhood association, park, plaza, or 
protected open land. It does not include farmland, yards, or lawns.

New Employment
This section describes how many new employees are in areas of the map designated 
“Predominantly Employment,” a category used in areas that include business and industrial 
parks or major employment areas. The rest are dispersed in other categories.

Avg. Trip Length indicates wear and tear 
on roads. A longer trip can mean more traffic 
and more need for maintenance.  

Potential For Transit indicates whether 
growth is occurring in clusters that could be 
stops on a bus line like the COMET or similar 
service in the future.

Mixed Use Growth can help take some new 
trips that would be in cars an allow people the 
option of walking or biking instead.

Trip Starts or Ends Near Towns can help 
describe the pattern of new development 
and whether it is occurring near existing 
development and destinations.

20-Year Capital Expense is the total 
modeled cost of County capital improvements 
through 2040 (such as fire, sheriff, or EMS 
stations; libraries; courtrooms; or newly paved 
roads). This is what fiscal modelers call the 
“cumulative fiscal impact.”  

Stable Year Net Fiscal Impact is the net 
revenue or budget surplus that is expected in a 
year once all modeled growth has occurred. It 
measures ongoing impacts.

Gravel to Paved Road Miles is based 
on where significant growth is expected on 
unpaved roads. More miles indicate a higher 
cost from more road paving projects.

Community Priority Matrix     
The performance of the scenario on community priorities identified during the 2020 Idea week 
is at the bottom of each score card. The scenario is described as improving or hindering the 
ability of the County to achieve the priority, or neutral/inconclusive.

EXAMPLE
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DEVELOPMENT CATEGORIES

AGRICULTURE & FARMS ESTATE STYLE DEVELOPMENT

SINGLE FAMILY NEIGHBORHOODS

SUBURBAN MIX OF USES

RURAL (VILLAGES & HOMESTEADS)

MUNICIPAL MIX OF USES

PREDOMINANTLY EMPLOYMENT

Low density development, either in new estate subdivisions or devel-
oping along existing rural roads. Though these areas may have a 
rural aesthetic or “feel” the new development is not working farms 
and does not have the surrounding fields associated with farms.

Neighborhoods or subdivisions developed primarily as exclusively 
residential areas, where lot size may vary by the individual neighbor-
hood or subdivision  (from 5 to 0.25 acre lots). Much development 
occurs as whole subdivisions or large phases. 

Mix of uses including homes, shopping, and employ-
ment areas. Density varies similar to current pattern 
in the areas of the County closest to Columbia. While 
most individual parcels will not be “mixed use” on their 
own, the suburban mix of uses presumes a pattern 
where residential and nonresidential uses are closer 
together. 

Areas where the majority of future development is expected to be 
commercial or industrial, and where there may be a combination of 
large headquarters, business parks, industry clusters, and some retail 
destinations. Pockets of residential in this area may include a high 
proportion of apartments, attached houses such as town homes, and 
small lot residential to take advantage of access to jobs and transpor-
tation.  

Growth occurs with the approximate intensity and mix 
of uses currently in Lexington County’s municipalities. 
Existing land use patterns for individual towns guide new 
growth in nearby areas. Specifically in the Town Clusters 
Scenario, more development is allowed with more inten-
sity than is currently in the County’s municipalities. It is 
municipal and not “urban” in the sense of a large city.

Land in this category includes small neighborhood 
business centers near small lot houses or attached 
houses such as patio homes or townhomes, with 
rings of succesively larger lots or sparser develop-
ment within the surrounding neighborhoods and 
homesteads. The nodes and the surroundings form a 
rural transition between suburban development and 
agricultural lands.

The scenario exercise used a palette of 12 development 
types that have been consolidated into these development 
categories for reporting. Each initial type had assumptions 
on development of right of way, infrastructure, open space, 
residences, commercial activity, and other development, as 
well as calibrated proportions of different residential struc-
ture types and commercial sectors.

Very low density development with homes on or near working farms 
or large unimproved tracts of land. 
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Neighborhoods or subdivisions developed primarily as exclusively 
residential areas, where lot size may vary by the individual neighbor-
hood or subdivision  (from 5 to 0.25 acre lots). Much development 
occurs as whole subdivisions or large phases. 
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Scenario 1

SCENARIO: CURRENT DEVELOPMENT TRENDS
In this scenario, current development trends continue.. There is more growth ex-
pected along major transportation corridors throughout the County. Development 
generally spreads from east to west over time, and much of that growth is in single 
family subdivisions not necessarily connected to the location of jobs or amenities and 
services.

DEVELOPMENT CHARACTER CATEGORY
AGRICULTURE & FARMS ESTATE STYLE DEVT.

SINGLE FAMILY NEIGHBORHOODS

SUBURBAN MIX OF USES

RURAL (VILLAGES & HOMESTEADS)
not used in this scenario
MUNICIPAL MIX OF USES

PREDOMINANTLY EMPLOYMENT

NUMBER % OF NEW RES ACRES % OF NEW

New Households 64,200 100% 28,900 100%
   Agriculture & Small Farm 1,200 2% 600 2%

   Municipal Mix of Uses 3,200 5% 2,100 7%

   Predominant Employment 2,500 4% 100 <1%

   Estate Style Development 1,400 2% 8,300 29%

   Single Family Neighborhoods 44,300 69% 15,900 55%

   Suburban Mix of Uses 11,600 18% 1,900 7%

Common Open Space - - 11,000 

New Employment 37,200 100% - -
In Predominantly Employment Development Areas (Purple)

Total 13,800 37% - -

   Office/Institutional 6,900 39% - -

   Warehouse/Industrial 3,900 38% - -

   Retail 3,000 31% - -
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Key
Improves ability to achieve 

Netral or inconclusive

Hinders ability to achieve

AVG. TRIP LENGTH POTENTIAL FOR 
TRANSIT

MIXED USE 
GROWTH

TRIP STARTS OR ENDS 
NEAR TOWNS

Long Low Low 51%

20-YEAR CAPITAL 
EXPENSE

STABLE YEAR NET 
FISCAL IMPACT

POTENTIAL DEMAND FOR PAVING 
GRAVEL ROADS (MILES)

$136 million $43 million 224
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SCENARIO: RURAL TRANSITION
In this scenario, a more rural character is achieved in areas that have not yet been 
developed outside Chapin, west of Lexington, and south of Pine Ridge through a 
pattern of small nodes of rural neighborhood centers each surrounded by larger 
homesteads. While it has the most land used of the scenarios it also holds the most 
of that land in a rural character. 

NUMBER % OF NEW RES ACRES % OF NEW

New Households 64,200 100% 40,400 100%
   Agriculture & Small Farm 2,000 3% 1,000 2%

   Rural (Villages & Homesteads) 5,400 8% 27,200 67%

   Municipal Mix of Uses 22,700 35% 7,100 18%

   Predominantly Employment 4500 7% 200 1%

   Suburban Mix of Uses 29,600 46% 4,900 12%

Common Open Space - - 18,800

New Employment 37,200 100% - -
In Predominantly Employment Development Areas (Purple)

Total 22,400 60% - -

   Office/Institutional 11,300 64% - -

   Warehouse/Industrial 6,200 60% - -

   Retail 4900 52% - -

AGRICULTURE & FARMS ESTATE STYLE DEVT.
not used in this scenario
SINGLE FAMILY NEIGHBORHOODS
not used in this scenario
SUBURBAN MIX OF USES

RURAL (VILLAGES & HOMESTEADS)

MUNICIPAL MIX OF USES

PREDOMINANTLY EMPLOYMENT

Land in this category includes small neighborhood 
business centers near small lot houses or attached 
houses such as patio homes or townhomes, with 
rings of successively larger lots or sparser develop-
ment within the surrounding neighborhoods and 
homesteads. The nodes and the surroundings form 
the pattern for the area. 

DEVELOPMENT CHARACTER CATEGORY North of the Saluda River
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Improves ability to achieve 

Netral or inconclusive

Hinders ability to achieve

AVG. TRIP LENGTH POTENTIAL FOR 
TRANSIT

MIXED USE 
GROWTH

TRIP STARTS OR ENDS 
NEAR TOWNS

Short High Medium 55%

20-YEAR CAPITAL 
EXPENSE

STABLE YEAR NET 
FISCAL IMPACT

POTENTIAL DEMAND FOR PAVING 
GRAVEL ROADS (MILES)

$139 million $36 million 236
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Growth occurs with the approximate intensity and mix 
of uses currently in Lexington County’s municipalities. 
Differences in patterns of municipalities are incorporated. 
Specifically in the Town Clusters Scenario, more develop-
ment is allowed with more intensity than is currently in the 
County’s municipalities. It is municipal and not “urban” in 
the sense of a large city.

SCENARIO: TOWN CLUSTERS
In this scenario, much of the growth occurs at opportunities within or near municipal-
ities. This can target growth toward places with existing infrastructure. Implementing 
the scenario would likely require coordination with the towns in areas of common 
interest. The Suburban Mix of Uses and Municipal Mix of Uses allow residential and 
nonresidential development to occur near to each other.

AGRICULTURE & FARMS ESTATE STYLE DEVT.
not used in this scenario
SINGLE FAMILY NEIGHBORHOODS 
not used in this scenario
SUBURBAN MIX OF USES

RURAL (VILLAGES & HOMESTEADS)

MUNICIPAL MIX OF USES

PREDOMINANTLY EMPLOYMENT

NUMBER % OF NEW RES ACRES % OF NEW

New Households 64,200 100% 14,500 100%
   Agriculture & Small Farms 3,300 5% 1,700 11%

   Rural (Villages & Homesteads) 700 1% 3,700 26%

   Municipal Mix of Uses 7,500 12% 800 6%

   Predominantly Employment 4,200 7% 200 1%

   Suburban Mix of Uses 48,500 75% 8,100 56%

Common Open Space - - 5,900

New Employment 37,200 100% - -
In Predominantly Employment Development Areas (Purple)

Total 5,500 15% - -

   Office/Institutional 3,400 19% - -

  Warehouse/Industrial 1,400 14% - -

 Retail 700 7% - -

DEVELOPMENT CHARACTER CATEGORY North of the Saluda River
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AVG. TRIP LENGTH POTENTIAL FOR 
TRANSIT

MIXED USE 
GROWTH

TRIP STARTS OR ENDS 
NEAR TOWNS

Medium Higher Higher 71%

20-YEAR CAPITAL 
EXPENSE

STABLE YEAR NET 
FISCAL IMPACT

POTENTIAL DEMAND FOR PAVING 
GRAVEL ROADS (MILES)

$112 million $40 million 116
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